INTRODUCTION
A nilpotent injector in a finite group G is any maximal nilpotent subgroup I of G satisfying d(2, Z) = d(2, G), where d(2, X) is defined as max{ IA) IA < X and A is nilpotent of class at most 2).
Nilpotent injectors have the property that they contain every nilpotent subgroup that they normalize. A. Bialostocki has conjectured [4] that if G is a finite group then all nilpotent injectors of G are conjugate. He has verified his conjecture for the symmetric and alternating groups. The conjecture is also true for soluble groups. The only property of soluble groups used in proving this is C(F(G)) < F(G). So define a group G to be N-constrained if C(F( G)) < F(G). Soluble groups are M-constrained.
The definition of nilpotent injector used in this paper is due to Bialostocki and is not the same as the more usual definition given in [ 111. As Bialostocki points out in [4] , if G is M-constrained then the two definitions yield the same class of subgroups. The reader is referred to the introduction of [4] for the reason why Bialostocki's definition is preferable in the context of proving conjugacy theorems.
The main theorem of this paper is the following THEOREM.
Let G be a finite group all of whose local subgroups are N-constrained. Then all nilpotent injectors of G are conjugate.
The proof is elementary and does not use any classification theorem. I will give a brief outline of the proof. Consider a counterexample G and take a nilpotent injector I of G. It is easy to see that I has order divisible by more than one prime, so as local subgroups are M-constrained, it is possible to show that I is contained in a unique maximal local subgroup L.
Next we seek a prime p and a subgroup Vr Z, x Z, with V< F(L) and V normal in a Sylow p-subgroup of L. If this is not possible then the structure of F(L) is very restricted and since L is X-constrained, the structure of L is restricted and it is easy to derive a contradiction.
If C,(u) d L for all u E V" then it is easy to show that L contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G and then that all nilpotent, injectors are conjugate. Hence we may assume C,(u) $ L for some u E V#. Using Ar-constraint and the definition of a nilpotent injector, it is possible to restrict vastly the structure of I and L. Again it is possible to show that L contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G and that all nilpotent injectors are conjugate.
NOTATION AND QUOTED RESULTS
For a group G, a positive integer n and a set of primes rc, we fix the following notation. (ii) Let A be a nilpotent group. If every abeIian normal subgroup of A is cyclic then A is quasicyclic [6, p. 199, Theorem 54.10 (i)].
(iii) (P x Q Lemma) Let P x Q act on a p-group V with P a p-group and Q a p'-group. Zf [C,(P), Q] = 1 then [V, Q] = 1 [6,p. (viii) If A is a PI-group of automorphisms of the p-group P with p odd which acts trivially on Q,(P), then A = 1 [6, p. 184, Theorem 5.3.101.
(ix) If A is a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup of a p-group P then there exists V < A such that Z, x Z, g V 4 P.
(x) If P is a p-group of class at most 2 with p odd then 52, (P) has exponent p [6, p. 183, Lemma 5.3.9 
(xi) (Thompson) Let P be a p-group. Then P contains a characteristic subgroup Q with class at most two with the property that any p'-automorphism of P that acts trivially on Q must also act trivially on P (Q is called a critical subgroup of P) [6, p. 185, Theorem 5.3.111.
The proof of (ix) is easy. These results are absolutely basic and will mostly be quoted without reference. Proof (See Also [ 11) . Assume false. Let B be a nilpotent subgroup of G of minimal order such that B is normalized by I but that B $ I. It is easily seen that B is a p-group for some prime p 6 2 we see that cl(AB) 62 and as A~z2(2,G) we deduce that B<A<Z, a contradiction.
is a single conjugacy class of subgroups.
Proof.
By Theorem 1.5, Z is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G that contains F(G). Now see [9] . LEMMA 2.3. Suppose 1 < R a Q u P with cl(P) < 2, ) P:Ql =p, Q/R and Z(P) cyclic, and Z(P) n R = 1. Then Q = Z(P) x R and R z Z,.
Proof: Let gEP-Q so P=Q(g). As Q/R is cyclic, [Q,Q]<R and [Q, Q] 4 P but Z(P) n [Q, Q] < Z(P) n R = 1 and this forces Q to be abelian. Also Z(P) < Q since P cannot be abelian.
Next we show [P, P] =sZ,(Z(P))=Z,. For, as Z(P) is cyclic Q,(Z(P))rZ,,, and then cl(P)<2 implies that [P, P]<Z(P It is easy to see that ker $ = Z(P) and Q/Z(P) z [P, P] z Z,. Now as Z(P) n R = 1, we have Q = Z(P) x R and RzZ,.
LEMMA 2.4. Let G = (X).
Zf [x, y] E Z(G) for all x, y E X, then cl(G) 6 2.
Proof: The proof is easy using [6, Theorem 2.2.11. LEMMA 2.11. Let P be a p-group and Q 4 P. Zf Q possesses noncyclic ubeliun normal subgroups then either one of them is normal in P or Q g D,.
Proof: Ifp#2 then by Lemma 1.1 (v), a,(Z,(Q)) is noncyclic. Now let V be a subgroup of 52,(Z2(Q)) of order p* normal in P. As p # 2, Q,(Z,(Q)) has exponent p so Vz Z, x Zp.
Hence we may assume p = 2 and a counterexample has been chosen with IQ/ minimal. By for some DEFY, g=d'v. Now 1 =g2= diudiu~d'(udu)'~d'(dd~'udu)'~d'(dd2" ')i=d2f+2m-'1, so 3+2"-'i= 2"'~ for some a~f+J. As m>2, i(l+2"P2)=2"~~'a and 2"~~' I an u) =sZ,(Q) P a contradiction. d g = d2-' u. Hence V= (u, d2m ', dZmm' 4 >
LOCAL ANALYSIS
In this section G is a finite group all of whose local subgroups are X-constrained, and we let rc = zd(2, G). The aim is to show that all nilpotent injectors of G are conjugate. If TC = {p} then it is easy to see ,VY(G) = Syl,(G). Hence, by Sylow's Theorem, we may assume InI > 1. 
